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EVOLUTION IN TOOTHPASTE MARKETING
Eco-Consciousness Meets Traditional Dominance

In the fiercely competitive landscape of the toothpaste
advertising and marketing industry, power players such as
Crest and Colgate have long dominated. Yet, a groundswell of
environmental and social consciousness among consumers
has ushered in a new cadre of contenders, including Twice
and Bite Toothpaste Bits. These eco-centric startups leverage
unique packaging, delivery methods, and natural ingredients,
not only to distinguish themselves in an oversaturated market
but to resonate with a rapidly growing base of eco-conscious
consumers.

In response, established brands find themselves at a
crossroads, reassessing traditional marketing tactics and
product compositions. While the historical focus has
predominantly been on the aesthetic and health benefits of
toothpaste, modern advertising narratives are increasingly
intertwining with pledges for social good and reduced
environmental impact, fostering a new dynamic in the
industry's competitive landscape.

As Crest and Colgate have agilely adapted to this shifting
terrain, embracing innovative marketing strategies to sustain
their formidable market presence, one can't help but wonder
about the industry's trajectory. Will the pressure exerted by
these startups instigate a paradigm shift in the strategies of
the behemoth brands, ushering in a new era of sustainable
oral care products? While the answer remains veiled in the
uncertainty of the evolving market dynamics, in this briefing
we take a snapshot look at this complex marketing landscape
using the modern tools and techniques available.
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Key Takeaways

Search engine marketing (SEM) analysis can help you compare search strategies of your competitors. In this brief we
showed Colgate to have a search advertising strategy to grow the brand and target consumer problems, whereas
Crest had a defensive position with adverts capturing their brand and product names.

1

Social media analysis can be used to test or support marketing campaigns with direct visible feedback from the
consumer. Colgate is using social media to support their TV and other online campaigns. By contrast, Crest was not
seen to be investing in creating a social media presence in the US.

2

Advertising spend analysis enables managers to assess their competition and plan their marketing strategy. Bite
Toothpaste bits was seen to spend >20 x on advertising than the eco brands of the toothpaste giants, such as Hello and
Tom’s of Maine.

3

Using SEM to target brand names and products that are advertising heavily in traditional spaces is a clever parasitic
strategy for startups to make their advertising and marketing spend go further. Kaylaan was seen paying high fees to
advertise on Bite Toothpaste Bits related searches, Bite were spending significantly in traditional advertising.

4

Understanding market-pull can help product managers and R&D managers make better decisions on research
areas for their products. Toothpaste companies are developing environmentally conscious ingredients and packaging
to meet consumer desires.

5



Executive Summary
Our 2-minute rundown of the space



WORK WITH PRESCOUTER> EXPAND YOUR TEAM WITHOUT EXPANDING YOUR TEAM

Supercharge your team with our flexible and dynamic consulting solutions... 
all for little more than the cost of one new hire.

Identify New 
Markets

Enable Personalization 
at Scale

Inform Marketing 
With Social Listening

Penetrating New 
Geographies

PreScouter helped a multi-billion 
dollar textile company assess 
market entry opportunities. 
Through PreScouter's detailed 
analysis and recommendations, 
the Client identified and is now 
executing a new market strategy, 
saving months of research by 
aligning market demographics 
with their product goals.

VIEW CASE STUDY

Hyper-personalization is 
becoming a widely-adopted 
marketing strategy. We looked at 
the demand for personalized 
goods and explored 7 techs 
enabling personalized 
production.

VIEW REPORT

PreScouter built and trained a 
custom AI tool for a global CPG 
company that provided real-
time social listening and early 
trend identification. We helped 
answer the client’s million-
dollar question: How do we 
best market our new product 
lines?

ASK US ABOUT OUR AI 
CAPABILITIES

PreScouter is helping clients tap 
into consumer insights and vet 
the best manufacturers in the 
APAC region to scale and 
accelerate product development. 
Oh, and yes, we have a team of 
analysts in China!

REQUEST MORE INFO

https://www.prescouter.com/case-study/market-analysis-for-a-major-textile-manufacturer/
https://www.prescouter.com/inquiry/the-future-of-consumer-goods-harnessing-hyper-personalization-and-mass-customization/
https://www.prescouter.com/explore-ai-for-your-business/
https://www.prescouter.com/how-to-penetrate-new-geographies/
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Executive Summary | Our 2-minute rundown of the space

In today's digital landscape, brands neglecting to integrate 
competitive intelligence—particularly from social media 
insights and digital expenditure trends—stand to forfeit 
substantial revenue potential.

Search engine marketing (SEM) analysis 
reveals competitor search strategies.
Using SEM it was possible to identify that Colgate's strategy focused on
brand growth and addressing consumer concerns. Meanwhile, Crest adopts
a defensive stance, targeting specific brand and product names, while
Sensodyne emphasized strategic marketing investments. These strategies
enabled Colgate, Crest, and Sensodyne to command 85% of the US
toothpaste market in 2020 and a revenue of $3.2 billion in sales by 2021.

Number of consumers (in millions) 
of toothpaste brands in US - 2020

152.24M

41.9% 32.2% 12.6% 13.3%

117.14M
45.61M

Others
48.31M
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Executive Summary | Our 2-minute rundown of the space

SEM analysis can also uncover possible parasitic adverts 
eating away at your efforts.

PARASITIC SEARCH ADVERTISING COSTS MILLIONS 
IN LOST ADVERTISING SPEND

Using SEM to target brand names and products that are
advertising heavily in traditional spaces is a clever parasitic
strategy for startups to make their advertising and marketing
spend go further. Kaylaan was seen paying high fees to
advertise on Bite Toothpaste Bits related searches, Bite were
spending significantly in traditional advertising.

Using an SEM analysis, PreScouter
identified that Kaylaan was paying
over $5 per click to appear in the
"Bite Toothpaste" search results.
This low cost strategy provides a
parasitic benefit.
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Executive Summary | Our 2-minute rundown of the space

Social media analysis can uncover hidden paths, guiding 
success where traditional strategies fall short.

ENHANCING MARKETING VIA 
SOCIAL MEDIA FEEDBACK.

Social media analysis enhances your marketing
strategy by assessing competitors, a crucial
aspect of contemporary advertising.

This approach garners direct customer
feedback, highlights stand out content from
rivals in your target market, and offers insights
into emerging trends and innovative ideas.

UNVEILING DIVERGENT 
DIGITAL FOOTPRINTS.

Colgate was seen to be leveraging social media to
bolster their TV and online campaigns, while Crest
lacked a substantial US social media presence.

Colgate's #smileforgood campaign establishes it
as a socially conscious brand, in contrast to Crest's
limited engagement on Facebook, TikTok, and
Instagram, as indicated by our analysis.
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Executive Summary | Our 2-minute rundown of the space

By tracking competitor marketing expenditure, companies 
can optimize their budget and gain a strategic advantage.

A BENCHMARK FOR YOUR OWN 
SPENDING.
Understanding your competitors' marketing
expenditure provides a benchmark for your own
spending, allowing you to assess if you're investing too
little or too much compared to industry peers.

Monitoring changes in competitors' marketing spend
can unveil trends; if many are raising TV budgets, it
might signal increasing TV marketing relevance in
your sector.

HIGH COMPETITOR SPENDING INDICATES 
MARKET SHARE AMBITIONS.
Startups can stretch their advertising budget by using SEM to
target heavily advertised brand names and products. In
2022, Bite Toothpaste Bits' advertising expenditure exceeded
eco brands of toothpaste giants like Hello and Tom’s of Maine
by more than 20 times.

A substantial marketing spend by a competitor might signal
their intent to secure a bigger market share. This could
prompt you to intensify your own marketing endeavors.
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DIVE DEEPER: In this Intelligence Brief, we present a snapshot analysis of the search advertising
strategies of the top three toothpaste brands, revealing variations that contribute to understanding
the competitive landscape and offering insights to bolster CPG marketing efforts. Implementing
effective analysis and strategies through precise questioning and thorough due diligence will guide
and accelerate your decision-making.

Executive Summary | Our 2-minute rundown of the space

MEDIA AND ADVERTISING 
SPEND ANALYSIS

ORGANIC AND PAID 
KEYWORD SEM ANALYSIS

SOCIAL MEDIA 
MARKETING ANALYSIS

KEY SPEND INSIGHTS

KEY SEARCH INSIGHTS

KEY TREND INSIGHTS

Get a comprehensive view of your overall
marketing performance. This can help in
making informed decisions about where to
allocate your business’s valuable resources.

HOLISTIC VIEW OF MARKETING
IN YOUR INDUSTRY



Media and Advertising 
Spend Analysis
Which areas are your competitors spending on?
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The toothpaste market is dominated by Colgate, Crest and Sensodyne 
that captured 85% of the US market in 2020.

Colgate, Crest, and Sensodyne are the
three leading toothpaste brands in the
US, with a combined market share of
85%. They have each positioned multiple
products across their brands to capture
different segments of the market.

Figure. Percentage of consumers (in black) of toothpaste brands in the US-2020. The 
numbers in red represent the total number of consumers. Source: Statista.

AIM

CLOSE UP

AQUAFRESH

SENSODYNE

CREST

COLGATE

0 10 20 30 40 50

Percentage of Consumers (%)

4.1%

3%

6.2%

12.6%

32.2%

41.9%152.24 million

117.14 million

45.61 million

Colgate, Crest, and Sensodyne have 
combined market share of 85%. 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/278185/us-households-brands-of-toothpaste-used/
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In 2021, Crest 
dominated the 
toothpaste market 
in the US, capturing 
~36% of the market 
share, followed by 
Colgate and 
Sensodyne.

Figure. Total sales of U.S. toothpaste estimated to about USD 3.19 billion in 2021. 
Source: Statista.

Colgate 
Palmolive

Sensodyne

Crest
Procter & Gamble

0 250 500 750 1000 1250

In million U.S. dollars

$1049.84M

$745.39M

$1130.38M

https://www.statista.com/statistics/195642/leading-us-toothpaste-vendors-in-2007-and-2008-based-on-sales/
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Sensodyne 
allocated the 
highest estimated 
marketing spend in 
2022, indicating a 
strategic endeavor 
to bolster market 
share for the third 
largest toothpaste 
brand in the USA.

Figure. Apart from the highest marketing spend by Sensodyne (GSK) in 2022, Bite toothpaste bits also 
stand out for their substantial marketing investment as a smaller brand, surpassing the marketing 

spending of eco-brands within the Colgate brand portfolios, such as Tom's of Maine or Hello. 
Source: MediaRadar 2022.

Colgate

Sensodyne

Crest

Bite

Kaylan

Tom’s of Mine

Hello $125,712

$276,504

$556.516

$4,572,411

$8,997,318

$47,334,515

$171,511,694

Bite spent ~20x more than 
Tom’s of Maine, and ~ 40x 
more than Hello.

https://mediaradar.com/solutions/ad-tech/


Media and Advertising 
Spend Analysis
Main advertising channels utilized by top toothpaste brands
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Colgate

Colgate focuses mainly on TV ads, spending an estimated US $36
million on TV advertising for their Colgate Toothpastes and Optic
White Toothpaste.

These ads depict wholesome family environments and promote
aesthetic sensibility.

Number of Networks: 49

Last Aired: 26th June 2021

Figure. Percentage of advertising investment split across 
different mediums by Colgate in 2022. Source: MediaRadar.

Colgate prioritizes TV ads over print and digital, with no presence
on social media.

OTT

Social

Print

Digital

TV Advertising

0 20 40 60 80

Percentage of the Total Advertising Spending (%)

0.64%

0.00%

11.44%

75.80%

12.30%

https://mediaradar.com/solutions/ad-tech/
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Crest

TV commercials receive the largest share of the advertising
budget, amounting to $ 4,236,509 US.

The latest commercial focused on spreading Christmas vibes,
aiming to bridge America's "smile gap" by featuring Santa putting
Crest toothpaste into stockings.

Number of Networks: 51

Last Aired: 26th December 2022

Crest focused its spending primarily on TV advertising and digital
marketing, allocating significantly less to Social Media, Over the Top,
and Print.

Figure. Percentage of advertising investment split across 
different mediums by Crest in 2022. Source: MediaRadar.

OTT

Social

Print

Digital

TV Advertising

0 10 20 30 40 50

Percentage of the Total Advertising Spending (%)

2.70%

3.79%

46.42%

47.09%

0.00%

https://mediaradar.com/solutions/ad-tech/
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Bite

The Bite brand is estimated to be spending US$ 3.2 million on TV
advertising, according to MediaRadar.

Their advertising efforts primarily revolve around promoting
environmental initiatives and reducing plastic waste.

Number of Networks: 18

Last Aired: 5th December 2022

Figure. Percentage of advertising investment split across different 
mediums by Bite Toothpaste Bits in 2022. Source: MediaRadar.

The Bite brand invests mainly in TV advertising, and Social media
promoting environmental initiatives.

OTT

Social

Print

Digital

TV Advertising

0 20 40 60 80

Percentage of the Total Advertising Spending (%)

3.90%

21.56%

4.09%

70.45%

0.00%

https://mediaradar.com/solutions/ad-tech/


Organic and Paid 
Keyword SEM Analysis
How can you make sense of all the data?
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Search is a critical 
part of the 
multichannel 
marketing customer 
experience. It is vital, 
whether the 
products are sold 
online or in-store. 

Search analysis allows Toothpaste companies to understand the search terms
that their customers use, develop strategies to funnel customers from problem
searching to solution purchasing.

In toothpastes, it is expected that most purchases are affected the brand and
positioning in store, or online store.

Online search marketing strategy can help to identify the common problems of
customers, and direct them to your solution.

Trend searching allows us to quickly test hypotheses. The data above shows that
searching for “toothpaste tablets” has increased in line with searches for “zero waste
store”. This is not evidence of a common causative link, but it does support the
narrative that toothpaste tablets are used by an environmental zero waste subculture.
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Brands should not only understand what customers are searching for, but 
also the underlying intent behind their searches.

The keyword 'toothpaste' is significant for toothpaste brands. Although it's
searched frequently, it might not be the ideal keyword for targeted paid
search advertising.

SEM analysis reveals that it often reflects commercial intent, which is normal
since most people searching for it are likely looking to buy toothpaste.

In February 2023, the top 100 results on Google (estimated to comprise 90
million total searches per month) featured the three brands examined in this
analysis:

• Crest ranked 8th,
• Colgate ranked 9th

• Bite ranked 17th

Among the most frequently searched related questions on Google, one
particularly intriguing query from a product development standpoint
regarded the fluoride content in toothpaste.

Figure. Consumer search trends for 
the keyword “toothpaste”.

This query was searched approximately 3.6 thousand 
times per month indicating that a segment of the 
market is interested in toothpaste products that do 
not contain fluoride.
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Colgate appears to employ a "grow brand" strategy by addressing 
customer concerns in their paid advertisements.

SEM data indicates that Colgate’s website in the US has more traffic
from organic search using keywords such as: Colgate toothpaste,
veneers, Colgate smart electrical toothbrush and Colgate total.
Nearly 83% of the organic traffic is for informational intent (people
want to learn more about Colgate) followed by commercial intent.

Colgate also has some traffic from paid keywords mostly around
teeth whitening and plaque. Here, the paid traffic competitors are
different: Martin Dentalaz (dental center), Armand Hammer (baking
soda company), Sensodyne, Crest and Sand Hill Dental Care.

Figure. Sample 
ads for Colgate.

This data demonstrates that people already
know the Colgate brand, and are looking for
more information about it, since the organic
traffic is 10x times the paid traffic. Nevertheless,
the organic traffic has decreased over the last 2
years. Hence, Colgate has a “grow brand”
strategy since they put forward customer
concerns on their paid ads.

Figure. Organic vs paid 
traffic to Colgate's website. 

Figure. The change 
in organic traffic to 
Colgate's website 
over the past two years.
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Crest prioritizes brand protection with a "defensive strategy" in paid advertising.

Crest’s website in the US records more traffic from organic search
using keywords to look for Crest’s products (3D white stripes,
toothpaste, etc.). Nearly 75% of the organic traffic is for informational
intent followed by commercial intent.

Top organic competitors: Teethtalkgirl (dental health review guide),
Colgate, Crest OralB Pro Shop (Crest for dental professionals),
Sensodyne, Hove Dental Clinic.

Paid traffic for Crest’s website is from targeting Crest products and
not objectives or dental problems. The paid traffic competitors on
common keywords are from: Colgate, Sensodyne, Natural Healthy
Smile (dental care blog), Pronamel (Sensodyne brand), Dental Care
(Crest brand for education and research).

Figure. Sample 
ads for Crest.

Even if the traffic is mostly from organic keywords
which means people already know the Crest
brand, but we can clearly see from the sample text
ads that Crest always puts forward the Crest
company along with the dental problematics.
Hence, Crest currently has a “defensive strategy”
because their paid keywords are always
associated with their brands.

Figure. Organic vs paid 
traffic to Crest’s website.

Figure. The top paid 
keywords for Crest.
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Bite toothpaste’s website in the US records only 65K organic search
using “bite” related keywords where people are having navigational
intent, that means looking for a specific page, by navigating the
website.

The main organic competitors are brands around eco-friendly
products (oral care, traveling, personal care, grocer) and mostly
sustainability-oriented and zero waste (by Human Kind, Hello
products, etc.). But the competitive position with Bite is more from the
Hello brand since they offer the same products.

Keywords from the paid traffic are the same as the organic keywords
(bite toothpaste). The paid traffic competitors on common keywords
are from: Hello, Tanit (eco-friendly personal care), Secret (deo), Burst
Oral Care, Boka (Nano-hydroxyapatite in oral care).

Figure. Sample 
text ad from Bite.

The texts ads from Bite are mainly focusing
on refillable, compostable and zero-waste
aspects. Contrary to Crest and Colgate,
organic search increased in the past 2 years.

Figure. Organic vs paid 
traffic to Bite’s website.

Figure. The change in 
organic traffic to Bite’s 
website over the past 
two years.

Bite toothpaste's main organic competitors are brands that offer eco-friendly 
and sustainable oral care products.
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Kaylaan Toothpaste 
Tablets spent 
no money 
on traditional 
advertising. 

With the help of Search analysis by SemRush, PreScouter was able to identify that
Kaylaan was paying over $5 per click to appear in the "Bite Toothpaste" search results.
This low cost strategy provides a parasitic benefit.

In the past 12 months, there have been over 18,000 searches per month from
prospective customers looking for "Bite Toothpaste." However, Kaylaan Toothpaste
tablets also appear at the top of the search engine results, thanks to their paid search
advertising strategy.

Kaylaan’s website uses the environmental
benefit of switching to Toothpaste Tablets to
attract consumers away from the bigger brands.

Whilst the toothpaste tablet marketing remains focused
on the environmental benefits of switching, it will only
grow within the eco-conscious consumer segment. An
opportunity arises for substantial growth when it also
competes on aesthetics and gum and teeth health.



Social Media Analysis
Are your competitors talking to your customers?
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Colgate's campaign 
centers on raising 
awareness about the 
significance of limiting 
water use, promoting 
inclusion, and 
demonstrating how 
smiling can unite 
people.

Facebook HomePage

Most viewed Video
(#every drop counts)

3.5M 3.5M
Page Likes Followers

Instagram Page

Most viewed Video
(#funny video)

410 175k
Posts Followers

549k
#[colgate] search hits

TikTok Page

Most viewed Video
(#world smile day)

8.6M 1M
Page Likes Followers

YouTube Page

Most viewed Video
(#every drop counts)

205 61.9k
Videos Followers

1.2 B views
#[colgate] search hits

17K videos • 11K channels
#[colgate] search hits

NA
Page reviews

NA
Rating

https://www.facebook.com/Colgate/videos/980464368715304/
https://www.facebook.com/Colgate/videos/980464368715304/
https://www.instagram.com/colgate/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CmFV7rTg-2H/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.tiktok.com/@colgate?lang=en
https://www.tiktok.com/@colgate/video/6742457755556121862?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc&web_id=7226707145675752966
https://www.youtube.com/@colgateus/featured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5Ar0eCp6uE
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Crest uses partner and 
influencer videos to 
showcase customer 
experiences with their 
whitening emulsions, 
emphasizing 
social proof.

Instagram Page

Most viewed Video
charity campaign)

564 86.6k
Posts Followers

426k
Crest search hits

TikTok Page

Most viewed Video
(#crestpartner)

713.8k 74.3 K
Page Likes Followers

YouTube Page

Most viewed Video
(#every drop counts)

118 19k
Videos Followers

204.7M views
Crest search hits

3.4K videos • 1.5K channels
Crest search hits

Crest has no official Facebook page

https://www.instagram.com/crest/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CkanZ22sznu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.tiktok.com/@crest?lang=en
https://www.tiktok.com/@dixiedamelio/video/6894765804068424966?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc&web_id=7226707145675752966
https://www.youtube.com/@colgateus/featured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z5Ar0eCp6uE
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Bite's videos showcase 
the eco-friendly design 
of their products, with 
a focus on refill 
options, sustainable 
packaging, and travel-
friendly sizes.

Facebook HomePage

Most viewed Video
(Comparison of Bite 
deodorant advantages vs 
others)

55.4k 58.9k
Page Likes Followers

196
Page reviews

4.2
Rating

Instagram Page

Most viewed Video
advantages of Bite)

822 157k
Posts Followers

1.4k
#Bite search hits

TikTok Page

Most viewed Video
(hiring content 
creators for Bite)

1.9M 68.9k
Page Likes Followers

YouTube Page

Most viewed Video
founding story)

29 688
Videos Followers

571.1k views
#Bite search hits

<100 videos & channels
#kickthetube search hits

https://www.facebook.com/bitetoothpastebits
https://fb.watch/kq6qAvlkPa/
https://www.instagram.com/bite/
https://www.instagram.com/reel/CHgENrUn_Zh/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.tiktok.com/@bite
https://www.tiktok.com/@bite/video/7044620607119494447?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc&web_id=7226707145675752966
https://www.youtube.com/@bitetoothpaste
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lO061DfcQTg


Toothpaste Brands
How is advertising changing?
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Colgate's advertising has evolved from informative beginnings to targeted 
approaches and digital age innovation.

“The power of smile” 
campaign promoting 
adversity and inclusion

“Smile for good” campaign and product 
range promoting environmental benefits 
(sustainability and transparency)

Using celebrities in ads 
(ex 30-second ad during 
Super Bowl with Luke Wilson)

Iconic teeths color 
commercial in Kindergarten 
(embarrassed teacher)

Consumer testimonials strategy 
with focus on better aesthetic 
appeal and oral health with 
claims of 12-hour protection

1905 Magazine Ad
Antiseptic claims and action 
against the growth of bacteria

Public education strategy with 
the Bright Smiles, Bright Futures 
program “tooth defenders” 
animated short launched in 
2015 for the same program

Oral hygiene education advertising
Colgate distributes two million tubes 
of toothpaste and toothbrushes to 
schools and hygienists to 
demonstrate tooth brushing 

William Colgate starts 
the business on Dutch 
Street in New York City.

Powder in a jar

Collapsible Tubes 

1806 1873 1896 1905 1911 1991 ’90s 1996 2019 2021

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvzTg2YAVTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pzjv7ObBDko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Q2hTL2DNfY&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Q2hTL2DNfY&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ULR68LTmbw&t=49s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ULR68LTmbw&t=49s
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Crest's advertising has evolved from a focus on scientific evidence and expert 
approval to a more holistic approach that includes social responsibility.

1955 1956 ’60s 1968 1980 2009 2020 2023

Scientific approach 
‘Rebuild Teeth Density’ ad

Ads In-show integrations 
with celebrities

Ryan Seacrest 
Commercial For Crest (Strategy 
for smiling and freshness)

Advanced Fluoride Formula' 
commercial (voiceover on 
animated children hand drawing)

Jodie Foster 
TV spot for Crest

Multiple 
TV commercials

TV and printed 
commercials to 
include all Americans 
(all races) including 
studies and statistics

Association with Dr. Muhler
to promote scientific proof 
of fluoride working against 
cavities

Introduction of fluoride 
in toothpaste for health 
promotion

https://www.ispot.tv/ad/1OIO/crest-rebuild-teeth-density-extend-the-life-of-teeth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xe4VMKlcuCo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QI_fl5J2jCs&t=10s
hatads.org.uk/catalogue/record/8e1668fb-cd28-4658-8d34-58186cd6b853
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sKNWmycbgMI&t=10s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1p9Yz5aJPpI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPBpaDTuja4
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Bite Toothpaste Bits' advertising has focused on the environmental benefits of their product, 
the practicality of using them when traveling, and the personality of the founder.

2018 2020 2021 2022 2023

Email marketing strategy 
with donation approach 
and discounts

Social media videos oriented advantages to 
environment and Earth: sustainable packaging, 
refillable plastic-free, healthy ingredients, ease of use 
when traveling, low-waste and high quality solution

Influencer seeding 
campaigns

Example for 
another product

Participation in Shark Tank 
TV show

Introduction of toothpaste pill as sustainable gluten-
free with vegan ingredients, with no plastic packaging

Viral video to demonstrate the new industry “revolution” 
(storytelling marketing approach) that helped launch sells

https://www.tiktok.com/@thelauracroft/video/7075019134987144491
https://www.ispot.tv/ad/bxAB/bite-clean-and-effective
https://www.instagram.com/p/CgUiIPnFZcG/
https://twitter.com/womenshealthmag/status/1029507121476296704?lang=eu


Using Marketing Data 
to Inform Research
Using Marketing Data to Inform Research
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Innovation is now both technology 
driven and consumer driven. 

The best way to innovate is to 
combine both by looking for new 
technologies in your sector AND 
aligning them with what consumers 
value most.

It helps with brand image and sales 
when these innovations reach new 
or unengaged customer segments.

As different consumer segments start to prioritize and demand specific
features in their products, it creates opportunities for valuable research and
development of new products.

In the case of toothpaste, this can be observed in two key components:

Ingredients Packaging 

For example…
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Over time, toothpaste has evolved to include various ingredients to cater to 
diverse consumer preferences.

While fluoride remains a traditional key ingredient, there is now a rise
in fluoride-free products to cater to those seeking alternatives.

Brands are incorporating ingredients like xylitol, green tea extract,
and baking soda, responding to changing consumer demands.

Ongoing research into innovative ingredients, such as fibers from
spruce trees, showcases a commitment to advancing oral care.

Colgate exemplifies this trend by introducing active ingredients like
Hydrogen peroxide in Colgate Optic White and a smart foaming
technology in Total Pro Release.

1. https://www.jordanoralcare.com/natural-toothpaste-ingredients/
2. https://www.dentaleconomics.com/science-tech/article/14281976/technology-in-two-minutes-spruce-trees-and-a-revolutionary-new-toothpaste

https://www.colgatepalmolive.com/en-us/who-we-are/stories/innovating-whiter-healthier-smiles
https://www.colgate.com/en-us/colgate-total-plaque-pro-release
https://www.jordanoralcare.com/natural-toothpaste-ingredients/
https://www.dentaleconomics.com/science-tech/article/14281976/technology-in-two-minutes-spruce-trees-and-a-revolutionary-new-toothpaste
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Toothpaste giants and startups are taking action to make toothpaste a more 
sustainable and eco-friendly product.

Sustainable Packaging: The environmental impact of traditional
multilayer toothpaste tubes has prompted toothpaste giants and
startups to shift towards mono-material recyclable tubes, removing
the non-recyclable aluminum layer and using high-density
polyethylene for better recycling capabilities.

Chewable Toothpaste Tabs: Brands are adopting innovative formats
like chewable toothpaste tabs, packaged in glass jars, which offer
advantages such as ease of use, hygiene, travel-friendliness, and
zero-waste properties. Customers can buy them in batches,
reducing carbon footprint, and the tabs can be refilled, further
promoting sustainability.

Cost and Competition: Although these eco-friendly innovations
come with higher costs compared to traditional tubes, brands are
responding to market demands for sustainability. However, they face
challenges as they compete alongside cheaper, less eco-friendly
alternatives on store shelves.

1. https://bp-group.de/en/the-trend-is-clearly-moving-towards-mono-material-as-colgates-toothpaste-tube-reveals/
2. https://dentistry.co.uk/2022/11/27/are-toothpaste-tabs-the-the-future-the-pros-and-cons/

https://bp-group.de/en/the-trend-is-clearly-moving-towards-mono-material-as-colgates-toothpaste-tube-reveals/
https://dentistry.co.uk/2022/11/27/are-toothpaste-tabs-the-the-future-the-pros-and-cons/


PreScouter can help you throughout this process and speed up your decision-making process.

How to implement these strategies in your business: By asking the right 
questions and by conducting due diligence.

Patent landscaping -
check what new 
ingredients or packaging 
materials you can use to 
innovate in your sector.

Gather data on your 
competitors and what 
they are claiming:
new technology and 
innovation, environmental 
credentials, etc.?

How can I market better my 
products? What strategy 
matches my company’s 
values AND the targeted 
consumer?

Identify potential partners 
or collaborators - Search for 
influencers that can promote 
your products. P&G can help 
list the most adequate 
influencers and dig deeper 
on their engagement, 
content and followers.

Market research - look 
for what the potential 
customers value most.
New trends concerning 
environment? 
Sustainability? Packaging?

Market analysis - search 
for emerging trends to 
reach new customers.

Let’s talk
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Other reports from PreScouter that you might like

The future of consumer goods: 
Harnessing hyper-personalization 

and mass-customization

Crowdfunding as Voice 
of the Consumer

Beyond the package: Tackling 
the plastic problem from within

Engage our network of experts and researchers on your topic.
CONTACT US HERE

https://www.prescouter.com/getstarted/
https://www.prescouter.com/inquiry/beyond-the-package-tackling-the-plastic-problem-from-within/
https://www.prescouter.com/inquiry/the-future-of-consumer-goods-harnessing-hyper-personalization-and-mass-customization/
https://www.prescouter.com/inquiry/crowdfunding-as-voice-of-the-consumer/
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About PreScouter
PRESCOUTER PROVIDES CUSTOMIZED RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

PreScouter helps clients gain competitive advantage by providing customized global research. We act as an extension to your in-house research
and business data teams to provide you with a holistic view of trends, technologies, and markets.

Our model leverages a network of 4,000+ advanced degree researchers, industrial experts, engineers, and analysts across the globe to tap into
information from small businesses, national labs, markets, universities, patents, startups, and entrepreneurs.

CLIENTS RELY ON US FOR

Innovation Discovery: PreScouter provides clients
with a constant flow of high-value opportunities
and ideas by keeping you up to date on new and
emerging technologies and businesses.

Customized Insights: PreScouter finds and
makes sense of technology and market
information to help you make informed
decisions.

Privileged Information: PreScouter
interviews innovators to uncover
emerging trends and non-public
information.

500+
CLIENTS 

WORLDWIDE

5,000+
RESEARCH REPORTS 

CREATED 

150,000+
HOURS OF RESEARCH 

COMPLETED FOR CLIENTS
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